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and"Novel"Mutations"

Abstract"
Adaptive"laboratory"evolution"(ALE)"has"emerged"as"a"valuable"method"by"which"to"investigate"microbial"
adaptation" to" a" desired" environment." Here" we" performed" ALE" to" 42°C" of" ten" parallel" populations" of"
Escherichia) coli" KW12" MG1655" grown" in" glucose" minimal" media." Tightly" controlled" experimental"
conditions" allowed" selection" based" on" exponentialWphase" growth" rate," yielding" strains" that" uniformly"
converged"towards"a"similar"phenotype"along"distinct"genetic"paths."Adapted"strains"possessed"as"few"
as"6"and"as"many"as"55"mutations,"and"of"the"144"genes"that"mutated"in"total,"14"arose"independently"
across"two"or"more"strains."This"mutational"recurrence"pointed"to"the"key"genetic"targets"underlying"the"
evolved" fitness" increase." Genome" engineering" was" used" to" introduce" the" novel" ALEWacquired" alleles" in"

reaffirmed" the" impact" of" the" key" mutations" on" the" growth" rate" at" 42°C." Interestingly," most" of" the"
identified" key" gene" targets" differed" significantly" from" those" found" in" similar" temperature" adaptation"
studies," highlighting" the" sensitivity" of" genetic" evolution" to" experimental" conditions" and" ancestral"
genotype." Additionally," transcriptomic" analysis" of" the"ancestral" and" evolved" strains" revealed" a" general"
trend" for" restoration" of" the" global" expression" state" back" towards" preWheat" stressed" levels." This"
restorative"effect"was"previously"documented"following"evolution"to"metabolic"perturbations,"and"thus"
may" represent" a" general" feature" of" ALE" experiments." The" widespread" evolved" expression" shifts" were"
enabled" by" a" comparatively" scant" number" of" regulatory" mutations," providing" a" net" fitness" benefit" but"
causing" suboptimal" expression" levels" for" certain" genes," such" as" those" governing" flagellar" formation,"
which" then" became" targets" for" additional" ameliorating" mutations." Overall," the" results" of" this" study"
provide"insight"into"the"adaptation"process"and"yield"lessons"important"for"the"future"implementation"of"
ALE"as"a"tool"for"scientific"research"and"engineering.""
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random" combinations" into" the" ancestral" strain," and" competition" between" these" engineered" strains"

Introduction(
Adaptive" laboratory" evolution," or" ALE," has" developed" over" the" years" into" a" potent" tool" for" biological"
discovery"and"engineering"(Dragosits"and"Mattanovich"2013)."By"exploiting"the"inherent"competition"at"
play" between" organisms" and" the" natural" accumulation" of" mutations" within" a" microbial" population,"
desired" phenotypic" traits" can" be" selected" for" without" requiring" a) priori" knowledge" on" how" the" traits"
might"arise."These"adaptively"evolved"organisms"can"then"be"subjected"to"whole"genome"resequencing,"
uncovering"the"genetic"changes"that"enabled"their"phenotypic"alteration."Additional"data"types,"such"as"
transcriptomics"or"metabolic"uptake"and"secretion"rates,"serve"to"characterize"the"evolved"strains"and"
how"they"diverged"from"their"ancestor,"a"divergence"which"must"be"enabled"by"their"altered"genotype."

the"evolution"process"(Wiser,"et"al."2013),"increasing"the"biological"knowledge"base."While"serving"as"a"
method" to" perform" basic" scientific" inquiry" such" as" this," ALE" can" be" an" equally" useful" tool" for" applied"
research,"pairing"with"synthetic"and"systems"biology"to"aid"in"the"engineering"of"strains"(Portnoy,"et"al."
2011)."
ALE"experiments"often"examine"adaptation"following"a"perturbation,"either"metabolic"(e.g.,"growth"on"
alternate"carbon"sources"(Ibarra,"et"al."2002)"or"following"knockout"of"metabolic"genes"(Charusanti,"et"al."
2010))"or"stressful"(e.g.,"exposure"to"osmotic"stress"(Stoebel,"et"al."2009)"or"high"ethanol"concentrations"
(Goodarzi,"et"al."2010))."However,"the"selective"pressure"guiding"the"adaptation"can"also"be"influenced"in"
large"part"by"the"environment"in"which"the"strain"is"evolved."Evolutionary"environments"typically"involve"
either" batch" culturing," wherein" populations" (often" several" in" parallel)" are" serially" propagated" to" new"
flasks" with" fresh" growth" medium" at" regular" intervals," or" chemostats," in" which" growth" in" a" bioreactor"
allows"for"tight"control"of"nutrient"levels"and"other"factors"such"as"pH"and"oxygenation."In"either"case,"
‘fitness’"ostensibly"refers"to"a"growth"advantage,"but"this"becomes"more"complicated"by"the"existence"of"
spatial"or"temporal"inhomogeneities"in"the"culturing"environment"that"can"lead"to"ecological"niches."For"
example," in" a" chemostat" bacteria" can" persist" by" adhering" to" the" walls" of" the" bioreactor" (Rao" and" Rao"
2004)," while" batch" cultures" that" reach" stationary" phase" before" passage" can" spawn" subpopulations"
optimized"for"different"phases"of"growth"(Rozen,"et"al."2009)."If"the"target"of"investigation"is"the"method"
by"which"a"cell"will"evolve"to"a"particular"perturbation,"it"can"be"desirable"to"confine"‘fitness’"to"a"single"
aspect,"reducing"the"potentially"confounding"variables"towards"which"a"population"might"additionally"be"
evolving."To"this"effect,"batch"culture"serial"propagation"in"midWexponential"phase"ensures"that"selection"
occurs"primarily"for"growth"rate."
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This"analysis"shines"light"on"the"functionality"of"particular"genes"(Cheng,"et"al."2014)"and"the"dynamics"of"

In" this" study" we" sought" to" examine" the" ALE" process" by" adaptively" evolving" the" wildWtype" mesophilic"
bacterium" Escherichia) coli" KW12" MG1655," arguably" the" most" highly" studied" and" wellWcharacterized"
microorganism,"to"constant"exponential"growth"at"a"stressful"elevated"temperature"in"glucose"minimal"
media."Ten"parallel"populations"were"evolved"at"42°C"using"an"automated"system"allowing"for"passage"
of"batch"cultures"in"midWexponential"phase"multiple"times"a"day,"enabling"many"generations"of"growth"in"
a" relatively" short" time." While" genes" that" mutate" in" parallel" across" independently" evolved" populations"
are" often" taken" to" be" the" likely" causes" for" the" fitness" increase" (Wood," et" al." 2005)," true" causal"
determination" would" require" knockingWin" each" mutation" to" the" starting" strain" in" all" possible"
combinations" and" comparing" the" resultant" fitness," which" would" capture" the" individual" effects" of" each"

consuming"in"strains"with">"3"mutations,"thus"a"different"tool"with"which"to"probe"mutational"causality"
would" be" advantageous." For" this" reason" we" examined" multiplex" automated" genome" engineering"
(MAGE)" (Wang," et" al." 2009)" as" a" technique" to" supplement" ALE" experiments." After" identifying" the"
mutations" occurring" in" the" endpoints" of" this" evolution" study," MAGE" was" used" to" introduce" these" ALEW
acquired"alleles"in"a"random"fashion"into"the"starting"strain,"allowing"the"combinatorial"knockWin"method"
to" be" somewhat" mimicked." By" competing" the" heterogeneous" populations" of" genetically" engineered"
strains" against" one" another" and" determining" the" mutants" that" frequently" emerged" victorious," causal"
mutations"were"identified"and"compared"with"those"inferred"by"mutational"parallelism"across"the"ALE"
populations.""
Elevated"temperature"was"selected"as"the"perturbation"of"interest"for"several"reasons."Firstly,"to"aid"in"
the"analysis"of"mutational"causality"it"would"be"beneficial"to"have"more"than"simply"one"or"two"frequent"
gene"targets,"and"adaptation"to"a"global"stress"provided"a"diverse"set"of"genetic"changes."Additionally,"a"
previous" study" (Tenaillon," et" al." 2012)" investigated" evolution" of" a" large" number" of" replicates" in" a" very"
similar" environment," differing" only" moderately" in" ancestral" strain" and" method" by" which" the" batch"
cultures" were" serially" propagated." Comparison" with" this" work" allowed" examination" of" the" extent" to"
which" mutational" parallelism" persists" across" studies." Furthermore," examining" temperature" stress" was"
desirable"because"two"other"studies,"both"involving"metabolic"perturbations"(Fong,"et"al."2005;"Carroll"
and"Marx"2013),"have"provided"strong"evidence"that"a"large"feature"of"evolutionary"adaptation"involves"
acclimatizing" changes" in" gene" expression" back" towards" preWperturbed" levels." By" evaluating" the"
transcriptome"of"our"temperatureWevolved"strains"we"sought"to"determine"whether"this"trend"extended"
to"stress"perturbations,"which"would"indicate"that"it"may"be"a"general"feature"of"evolution,"irrespective"
of"the"nature"of"the"perturbation."
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mutation" as" well" as" their" epistatic" interactions." However," this" quickly" becomes" prohibitively" time"

Results"
Evolution(Process(and(the(Endpoint(Phenotypes(
Ten"independent"populations,"started"from"wildWtype"E.)coli)KW12"MG1655,"were"adaptively"evolved"in"
M9"minimal"media"supplemented"with"4"grams/liter"glucose"at"42°C"for"approximately"45"days."Cultures"
were"serially"passed"(~5"times"per"day)"to"flasks"with"fresh"media"once"reaching"a"target"optical"density"
such"that"stationary"phase"was"never"reached"and"glucose"concentrations"were"always"in"great"excess"
(never" dropping" below" 3" g/L)." As" mutations" accrued" and" gained" dominance" within" the" separate"
populations,"their"fitness"increased"markedly"relative"to"the"ancestral"strain."The"populations"followed"

standard"deviation)"fold"higher"than"the"starting"point"(fig."1;"raw"fitness"data"shown"in"supplementary"
fig." S1)." The" populations" underwent" approximately" 1500" generations" of" growth" (supplementary" fig."
S2A),"but"because"mutations"occur"predominantly"due"to"DNA"polymerase"errors"in"genomic"replication"
during"cell"division"(Camps,"et"al."2003),"the"cumulative"number"of"cell"divisions"(CCD)"serves"as"a"more"
meaningful"scale"for"the"time"coordinate"of"an"ALE"than" do" generations" (Lee," et" al." 2011)." This" metric"
accounts"for"the"population"subsampling"inherent"to"serial"passage"of"cultures"(supplementary"fig."S2B)."
The"CCD"reached"by"the"independent"populations"at"the"conclusion"of"the"experiment"ranged"from"4.5"–"
7.1"x"1012"with"an"average"of"5.5"x"1012.""With"the"exception"of"the"outlier"experiment"#1,"CCD"and"final"
population" fitness" were" significantly" correlated" (Pearson’s" r) =" 0.93" or" 0.58" excluding" or" including"
experiment" #1," respectively)." This" correlation" is" lost" when" using" generations" as" the" time" coordinate"
(Pearson’s"r)="0.35"or"0.06"excluding"or"including"experiment"#1,"respectively)."
Clones"were"isolated"from"each"of"the"evolved"population"endpoints"and"subjected"to"further"analysis"to"
determine"the"physiological"differences"at"42°C"between"the"wildWtype"and"the"evolved"strains"(table"1,"
fig."2)."Interestingly,"the"fitness"(i.e.,"growth"rate)"increase"of"the"isolated"clones"relative"to"the"ancestor"
is"noticeably"lower"than"that"of"the"populations"(paired"tWtest,"p"<"10W7)."Although"the"discrepancy"could"
be"due"to"populationWlevel"altruistic"interactions"(Lee,"et"al."2010),"it"may"result"simply"from"the"evolved"
populations"being"fully"physiologically"adapted"to"constant"exponential"growth"after"~1500"generations"
under" static" experimental" conditions." This" adapted" intracellular" state" is" in" contrast" with" the" evolved"
clones," for" which" growth" curves" were" started" up" from" stationary" phase" overnight" cultures," potentially"
resulting" in" suboptimal" performance" due" to" insufficient" time" for" reWacclimation" of" their" protein"
expression" machinery" to" the" exponential" growth," an" effect" previously" documented" (Shachrai," et" al."
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different"trajectories"along"the"fitness"landscape,"arriving"at"final"growth"rates"on"average"1.45"(±"0.06,"

2010)."Indeed,"additional"growth"rate"tests"on"the"fastest"and"slowest"growing"endpoints"clones"(strains"
4"and"9,"respectively)"and"the"populations"from"which"they"were"isolated"support"this"hypothesis,"and"
reveal"that"the"clone"and"population"growth"rates"are"in"fact"in"excellent"agreement"(supplementary"fig."
S3)." Thus," the" selected" clones" were" assumed" to" be" representative" of" the" dominant" phenotype" and"
genotype"within"the"population"endpoints.""
The"evolved"strains"all"displayed"similar"physiological"changes."However,"genome"examination"revealed"
that"strains"2"&"3"and"6"&"8"likely"shared"a"lineage"at"some"point"(see"Mutational"Analysis),"thus"strains"3"
and" 8" were" omitted" from" the" following" statistics" to" ensure" that" only" fully" independently" evolved"
phenotypes"were"considered"(changing"which"two"strains"to"omit"did"not"significantly"alter"any"values)."

a" decrease" of" 7.7" minutes" in" doubling" time)," increased" their" glucose" uptake" rate" (GUR)" by" 4.0" mmol"
gDWW1" hrW1," increased" their" acetate" production" rate" (APR)" by" 3.9" mmol" gDWW1" hrW1," and" decreased" in"
biomass" yield" by" 0.07" gDW" gGlcW1" (YX/S,ss;" calculated" at" steady" state" by" dividing" growth" rate" by" GUR)."
Correlation"plots"between"the"pairwise"combinations"of"these"characteristics"highlight"the"physiological"
divergence" of" the" evolved" strains" from" the" wildWtype," as" well" as" the" relation" or" lack" thereof" between"
specifics"traits"(fig."3)."There"is"a"strong"negative"correlation"(Pearson’s"r)="W0.94)"between"biomass"yield"
and"GUR"among"the"evolved"strains"and"a"notable"positive"correlation"(r"="0.74)"between"APR"and"GUR,"
both"of"which"contribute"to"the"negative"correlation"between"biomass"yield"and"APR"(r"="W0.76)."These"
results"imply"that"the"strains"adopted"a"similar"phenotypic"change,"but"to"a"varying"extent,"of"increased"
glucose"uptake"at"the"cost"of"increased"acetate"overflow"metabolism"(Vemuri,"et"al."2006),"utilizing"this"
greater"metabolic"flux"not"to"create"biomass"but"rather"to"generate"more"energy."Notably,"growth"rate"
itself" was" not" correlated" with" any" of" the" other" traits" (no" Pearson’s" r" with" a" magnitude" above" 0.22)."
These"physiological"trends"replicate"what"is"observed"upon"evolution"to"glucose"minimal"media"at"37°C"
(LaCroix,"et"al."2014)."
Mutational(Analysis(
Whole" genome" resequencing" was" performed" on" isolated" clones" from" each" experiment" in" order" to"
investigate" the" genetic" basis" underlying" their" phenotypic" changes." A" total" of" 161" unique" de) novo"
mutations"relative"to"the"starting"strain"were"found"across"all"10"endpoints"(supplementary"dataset"S1),"
with"a"number"of"these"being"shared"among"two"or"more"of"the"strains,"or"occurring"within"the"same"
genes." The" emergence" of" several" ‘hypermutators,’" a" recurring" feature" of" many" ALE" experiments"
(Sniegowski,"et"al."1997),"accounted"for"the"majority"of"these"unique"mutations."Four"of"the"ten"strains"
6"
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On"average"the"independently"evolved"strains"increased"their"growth"rate"(μ)"by"0.15"hrW1"(equivalent"to"

were"hypermutators,"possessing"on"average"40"mutations,"while"the"remaining"six"‘nonWmutators’"had"
an"average"of"7"mutations."The"resequencing"results"indicate"that"two"of"the"four"hypermutators"likely"
resulted" from" unanticipated" crossWmixing" between" the" evolving" populations," thus" only" two"
hypermutators"can"be"said"to"have"occurred"independently:"one"likely"due"to"a"SNP"in"mutL"(strains"2"
and"3)"(Ban"and"Yang"1998)"and"the"other"due"to"a"SNP"in"mutD,"also"known"as"dnaQ"(strains"6"and"8)"
(Echols,"et"al."1983)."Analysis"of"the"nonWmutator"genotypes"does"not"indicate"that"they"suffered"from"
similar"occurrences"of"crossWmixing"(see"Materials"and"Methods)."
The"observed"mutations"in"the"clones"isolated"from"each"population"were"compared."Fourteen"genes"or"
intergenic" regions" were" found" to" mutate" in" parallel" across" two" or" more" of" the" evolved" strains"

categories:" mutations" affecting" metabolism," regulation," or" the" cell" envelope" (table" 2)." Intergenic"
mutations"were"categorized"based"on"their"position"relative"to"the"genes"(e.g.,"SNPs"downstream"of"one"
gene"and"upstream"of"another"likely"change"expression"of"the"latter)"and"transcriptomic"data"obtained"
from" RNAWseq" analysis." The" key" mutations" within" each" of" the" three" functional" categories" are" now"
described:"
1) Metabolic" Mutations:" Only" three" metabolic" genes" were" found" to" mutate" in" more" than" one" strain,"
but"two"of"these"occurred"in"half"or"more"of"the"strains."Foremost"among"all"mutations,"regardless"
of"category,"is"an"82"bp"deletion"between"pyrE"and"rph"that"occurred"in"every"strain"except"the"two"
mutD"hypermutators."This"mutation"does"not"appear"to"be"specifically"temperatureWrelated,"having"
been" observed" in" several" other" ALE" studies" on" adaptation" to" lactateW" or" glucoseWsupplemented"
minimal" media" at" 30°C" or" 37°C," respectively" (Conrad," et" al." 2009;" Blank," et" al." 2014)," and" is"
hypothesized" to" relieve" a" defect" in" pyrimidine" biosynthesis" present" in" the" starting" strain" (Jensen"
1993)."The"second"most"predominant"metabolic"mutation"was"in"pykF,"or"pyruvate"kinase"I,"which"
experienced" one" intergenic" SNP" (accompanied" by" a" 2.7" fold" downWregulation" in" gene" expression)"
and"two"different"nonsynonymous"mutations"that"may"cause"PykF"inactivation"through"premature"
truncation" of" the" enzyme" (K286*)" or" alteration" of" a" putative" substrate" binding" residue" (T278S)"
(UniProt"2014)."As"with"pyrE/rph"this"is"likely"not"a"temperatureWspecific"beneficial"mutation,"given"
that" PykF" inactivation" is" a" recurring" feature" of" E.) coli" adaptation" to" glucose" minimal" media,"
hypothesized" to" allow" for" increased" glucose" uptake" by" decreasing" the" metabolism" of"
phosphoenolpyruvate"to"pyruvate"(Woods,"et"al."2006;"Kishimoto,"et"al."2010;"Blank,"et"al."2014)."
"
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(discounting" those" mutations" shared" due" to" crossWmixing)," which" fell" into" three" general" functional"

2) Regulatory" Mutations:" Five" of" the" fourteen" recurring" mutations" were" found" in" regulatory" genes,"
with"three"of"these"occurring"in"half"of"the"strains:"rpoC,"rne,"and"ygaH/mprA."RpoC"is"a"subunit"of"
the"RNA"polymerase"complex,"which,"given"its"ability"to"function"as"a"global"regulator,"is"a"frequent"
target" of" mutations" in" bacterial" adaptation" (Murphy" and" Cashel" 2003;" KleinWMarcuschamer," et" al."
2009)." Similar" ALEWidentified" rpoC" mutations" have" been" found" to" increase" the" general" metabolic"
efficiency"of"E.)coli"grown"in"minimal"media"(Conrad,"et"al."2010;"Cheng,"et"al."2014)"or"are"inferred"
to" adapt" it" to" higher" temperatures" (Tenaillon," et" al." 2012)." The" ribonuclease" rne" had" 4" different"
SNPs,"the"most"diverse"set"of"mutations"observed"in"any"one"gene"in"this"study."Rne"is"an"essential"
enzyme"involved"in"rRNA"and"tRNA"processing"and,"as"a"key"component"of"the"RNA"degradosome,"is"

mutant"was"nonviable"at"44°C"and"significantly"defective"in"rRNA/tRNA"processing"as"well"as"mRNA"
degradation,"but"could"be"rescued"at"the"elevated"temperature"by"SNPs"in"the"NWterminal"catalytic"
domain"(in"which"all"four"ALEWacquired"SNPs"occur)"that"restored"the"rRNA/tRNA"processing"to"wildW
type" levels" but" did" not" undo" the" 2W3" fold" decrease" in" mRNA" decay" rate" (Perwez," et" al." 2008)."
Relevantly," in" prokaryotes" the" stability" of" mRNA" is" directly" correlated" with" the" optimal" growth"
temperature" of" the" organism" (Gu," et" al." 2010)," suggesting" that" adaptation" strategies" to" increased"
temperature"might"include"increasing"the"stability"of"mRNA"transcripts."Taken"together,"this"implies"
that" the" rne" mutations" found" in" this" study" may" function" to" improve" the" enzyme’s" rRNA/tRNA"
processing"capabilities"at"42°C"without"likewise"improving"its"endonuclease"efficacy."It"is"also"of"note"
that"a"SNP"in"hfq"was"observed"in"two"strains,"and"Hfq"binding"can"prevent"mRNA"degradation"by"
Rne" (fig." 4A)" (Folichon," et" al." 2003)." The" three" different" intergenic" ygaH/mprA" SNPs" all" occurred"
between" 10W14" nucleotides" upstream" of" the" mprA" start" codon," likely" influencing" translation"
efficiency" by" modulation" of" the" ribosomal" binding" site" (Ringquist," et" al." 1992)." MprA" is" a"
transcriptional" repressor" for" a" number" of" genes" that" code" for" multidrug" resistance" pumps"
(Rodionov," et" al." 2001)." Although" drug" resistance" is" not" a" factor" in" this" evolution," increased"
expression"of"the"pumps"leads"to"altered"membrane"flux"for"a"variety"of"compounds"(Piddock"2006),"
thus"this"regulatory"mutation"could"also"perhaps"be"classified"as"cell"envelopeWrelated."
"
3) Cell"Envelope"Mutations:"Despite"no"single"cell"envelopeWrelated"gene"being"mutated"in"more"than"3"
of" the" 10" endpoints," there" was" nevertheless" a" clear" selective" pressure" on" the" cell" envelope" in"
general," with" 6" of" the" 14" recurring" mutations" falling" into" this" category." These" range" from"
phospholipid"transporters"to"membrane"proteins"and"channels"to"genes"involved"in"the"levels"of"cell"
8"
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the"rateWlimiting"or"sole"degrader"of"many"transcripts"(Jain,"et"al."2002)."A"previously"discovered"rne"

envelope" components." Note" that" although" nagC" and" nagA" could" be" classified" as" regulatory" and"
metabolic,"respectively,"their"role"in"the"recycling"of"cell"wall"peptidoglycan"(fig."4B)"is"responsible"
for" their" classification" as" cell" envelopeWrelated" mutations" (Plumbridge" 2009)." This" category" of"
mutations"is"a"feature"of"ALEs"in"general"(Vijayendran,"et"al."2008;"Conrad,"et"al."2009)"and"in"this"
particular" study" may" help" the" envelope" maintain" its" essential" physical" properties" at" the" elevated"
temperatures"of"the"experiment"(Sinensky"1974)."
Although"a"number"of"ALE"studies"examining"adaptation"to"increased"temperature"have"been"performed"
to"date"(Riehle,"et"al."2001;"Kishimoto,"et"al."2010;"Blaby,"et"al."2012;"Tenaillon,"et"al."2012),"the"one"by"
Tenaillon" et) al." serves" as" an" ideal" point" of" mutational" comparison" given" the" significant" similarity" in"

providing" a" statistically" significant" basis" against" which" to" compare" the" mutations" observed" herein."
However," despite" the" similarity" in" evolution" environment," the" difference" in" mutational" frequency" is"
extremely" pronounced." Of" the" fourteen" genes" in" this" study" that" mutated" in" two" or" more" strains," only"
four"were"found"to"mutate"in"any"of"the"114"evolved"lines"sequenced"by"Tenaillon."Both"rne"(4"different"
SNPs"across"5"strains)"and"ygaH/mprA"(3"different"SNPs"across"5"strains)"had"a"mutation"in"only"1"out"of"
the"114"lines."Mutations"in"rpoC"and"those"in"or"around"ilvL"were"the"only"noticeably"recurring"feature:"5"
out"of"10"and"2"out"of"10"rpoC"and"ilvL"mutants,"respectively,"in"the"evolved"strains"of"this"study,"vs."21"
out"of"114"and"29"out"of"114"identified"in"the"Tenaillon"strains."Even"given"the"relatively"small"sample"
size"in"this"study,"to"have"greater"than"20%"mutational"infiltration"of"12"genes"in"one"instance"and"less"
than" 1%" in" another" implies" a" substantial" difference" in" evolutionary" trajectory." Though" the" recurring"
mutations"in"this"study"(table"2)"overlap"poorly"with"those"identified"by"Tenaillon,"there"is"slightly"more"
overlap"between"the"functional"units"determined"to"be"significant"in"their"study"(possessing"5"or"more"
mutations"across"the"114"strains)"and"the"mutations"observed"in"this"work:"9"of"the"26"functional"units"
share"one"or"more"mutated"genes,"despite"most"mutational"overlap"occurring"in"only"a"single"one"of"our"
evolved"strains"(supplementary"table"S1)."
Analysis(of(Mutational(Causality(Using(MAGE(
Multiplex"automated"genome"engineering"(MAGE)"(Wang,"et"al."2009)"was"utilized"to"examine"causality"
of" the" various" mutations" identified" in" the" evolved" strains." To" limit" the" scale" of" the" experiments," only"
those" mutations" found" in" the" 6" nonWmutator" strains" were" selected" as" targets" to" introduce" via"
recombineering." This" yielded" 31" distinct" mutations" between" the" strains," resulting" in" 29" unique" oligos"
with" which" to" perform" recombineering" (two" of" the" mutations" were" intergenic" insertion" sequences,"
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culture"environment"between"our"two"studies"and"the"large"number"of"independent"lines"they"evolved,"

infeasible" for" use" in" MAGE" due" to" their" size," while" insertion" sequences" occurring" within" genes" were"
assumed"to"function"equivalently"to"knockWouts)."These"oligos"were"organized"into"seven"distinct"pools"–"
six" pools" which" contained" only" those" oligos" corresponding" to" the" mutations" found" within" each" of" the"
nonWmutator"evolved"strains"(strains"1,"4,"5,"7,"9,"and"10),"and"one"pool"which"contained"all"29"oligos."
Nine" rounds" of" recombineering" were" performed" on" the" starting" strain" for" each" of" these" 7" pools," after"
which"serial"growth"and"passage"of"the"cultures"occurred"to"enrich"for"those"strains"existing"within"the"
highly"heterogeneous"starting"populations"that"were"most"fit"for"growth"at"42°C."Multiple"colonies"were"
isolated" from" each" of" these" enriched" populations" and" subjected" to" whole" genome" resequencing"
(supplementary"dataset"S2)."

a"frequency">"25%)"are"given"in"table"3."Frequency"for"a"gene"is"defined"as"the"number"of"resequenced"
strains" which" possessed" a" mutation" divided" by" the" number" of" resequenced" strains" which" potentially"
could" have" possessed" it" given" the" pool" of" oligos" used" in" recombineering." This" recapitulates" what" was"
observed"in"the"evolved"ALE"strains"–"there"is"excellent"agreement"between"the"most"frequent"MAGE"
and"ALE"mutations,"keeping"in"mind"that"the"use"of"only"nonWmutator"strain"mutations"in"MAGE"explains"
the"absence"of"yfdI,"nagC,"secD,"dinQ/arsR,"ilvL/ilvX,"and"hns/tdk"(fig."5)."This"leaves"proQ,"a"regulator"of"
the" membrane" transporter" ProP," as) the" sole" disagreement" between" tables" 2" and" 3," which" mutated" in"
only"ALE"strain"7"(a"missense"SNP,"Q216P)"and"yet"was"found"in"9"of"19"relevant"MAGE"strains."These"
results" reinforce" the" conclusions" drawn" from" examination" of" mutational" parallelism" across" the"
independently" evolved" ALE" strains" –" that" the" identified" genes" are" likely" key" targets" for" adaptation" to"
growth"at"42°C"in"glucose"minimal"media."
On"average,"enriched"strains"possessed"4"mutated"genes"targeted"by"recombineering"and"3"mutations"in"
secondary" locations" throughout" the" genome." However," several" of" the" targeted" genes" experienced"
mutations" that" differed" from" what" would" be" expected" given" the" design" of" the" recombineering" oligos."
With" the" exception" of" one," all" of" these" novel," ‘offWtarget’" mutations" occurred" within" the" 70" bp" region"
introduced" into" the" genome" by" allelic" replacement" and" thus" likely" resulted" from" incorporation" of" misW
synthesized"oligos"containing"erroneous"bases,"as"has"been"observed"with"MAGE"previously"(Wang,"et"
al." 2009)." Nevertheless," examining" these" unintentional" mutations" that" were" able" to" fix" in" the" postW
enrichment"populations"provides"insight"into"the"nature"of"the"causal"genetic"changes."
In" the" case" of" pyrE/rph," 26" new" SNPs" and" indels" were" found," and" in" no" instance" did" a" strain" possess"
some" combination" of" rph" or" pyrE/rph" mutations" that" did" not" include" the" introduction" of" a" shifted" rph"
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The"most"frequently"observed"MAGE"mutations"(occurring"in"at"least"three"of"the"enriched"strains,"with"

stop"codon."Rph"is"naturally"defective"in"the"E.)coli"strain"used"in"this"study"(Jensen"1993),"so"alterations"
to"its"coding"sequence"should"be"phenotypically"neutral."These"mutations"support"the"mechanism"put"
forth"previously"(Conrad,"et"al."2009),"whereby"a"frameshift"that"moves"the"rph"stop"codon"closer"to"the"
pyrE" attenuator" loop" allows" for" improved" regulation" of" pyrE" expression." If" these" rph" frameshifts" and"
nonsense"SNPs"all"yield"roughly"equivalent"outcomes,"then"this"begs"the"question"of"why"only"the"same"
82" bp" deletion" was" observed" in" the" ALE" strains." This" disparity" in" variation" can" be" explained" by" the"
different"acquisition"method"of"ALE"vs."MAGE"mutations."The"82"bp"pyrE/rph"deletion"is"flanked"by"two"
10"bp"repeats,"thus"its"prevalence"in"the"adaptively"evolved"strains"may"be"due"to"the"relative"frequency"
of" DNA" polymerase" slippage" during" DNA" replication" (Michel" 2000;" Conrad," et" al." 2009)," and" once" this"

region." This" mutational" bias" is" decreased" under" MAGE" conditions" –" even" with" only" a" small" fraction" of"
oligos"with"synthesis"errors,"a"variety"of"mutations"can"be"acquired"across"each"round"of"recombineering"
before"the"populations"are"subjected"to"growthWbased"selection"in"the"form"of"enrichment,"negating"the"
easeWofWacquisition"benefit"the"82"bp"deletion"has"in"gaining"dominance."
Unlike"with"pyrE/rph,"where"most"frameshifts"will"be"beneficial"and"gene"inactivation"is"not"a"concern,"
one"would"expect"that"in"the"other"MAGE"gene"targets"the"introduction"of"misWsynthesized"oligos"would"
in" most" instances" result" in" a" fitness" decrease" by" altering" the" amino" acid" sequence" of" a" functioning"
protein." This" fitness" decrease" would" render" the" mutants" unable" to" survive" the" enrichment" process,"
yielding" few" offWtarget" mutations" within" the" relevant" genes" of" the" enriched" MAGE" strains." The" data"
support" this" conclusion;" other" than" the" 26" new" pyrE/rph" mutations," only" 8" offWtarget" mutations" were"
found" across" all" other" MAGEWtargeted" genes" in" the" resequenced" strains," with" more" than" half" of" these"
resulting" in" no" protein" sequence" alteration" (one" intergenic" 1" bp" deletion," four" synonymous" SNPs," and"
three"missense"SNPs)."There"is"no"reason"that"the"oligos"used"for"pyrE/rph"should"be"more"erroneous"
than" those" for" any" other" gene," thus" the" difference" in" number" of" offWtarget" mutations" that" survived"
enrichment" highlights" the" relative" specificity" of" the" ALEWidentified" mutations" for" effecting" a" fitness"
increase."However,"pykF"experienced"no"offWtargets"despite"its"two"separate"oligoWintroduced"mutations"
both"potentially"leading"to"gene"inactivation,"either"by"altering"a"potential"binding"residue"or"truncating"
the"protein."It"may"be"that"these"mutations"only"decreased"the"enzymatic"activity"of"PykF"rather"than"
completely" eliminating" it," and" reduced" PykF" functionality" happens" to" be" more" beneficial" than" the"
complete"inactivation"that"would"likely"result"from"the"introduction"of"random,"misWsynthesized"oligos."
It" should" also" be" noted" that" one" offWtarget" mutation," a" SNP" in" rpoC" (N762S)," fell" outside" of" an" oligoW
targeted"region"and"thus"may"have"arisen"independently."
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fixes"within"the"populations"there"is"no"longer"a"selective"force"for"continued"genetic"alteration"in"the"

The" resequenced" MAGE" strains" were" subjected" to" growth" rate" tests" to" ensure" that" they" were" in" fact"
adapted"to"growth"at"42°C."The"tests"revealed"two"strains"that,"despite"possessing"mutations"and"being"
picked" from" enriched" populations," did" not" grow" faster" than" the" starting" wildWtype" strain." These" two"
strains"were"precluded"from"the"MAGE"mutational"frequency"analysis,"but"nevertheless"highlighted"an"
interesting" feature:" all" adapted" strains" possessed" mutations" in" pyrE/rph" and/or" rpoC," and" the" two" unW
adapted"strains"were"the"only"ones"to"have"neither."
Transcriptomic(Profiling(via(RNADseq(
RNAWseq" was" performed" to" examine" the" global" shifts" in" gene" expression" resulting" from" the" altered"

this" analysis," the" expression" shift" of" the" wildWtype" strain" when" grown" at" 42°C" vs." 37°C" was" also"
determined"(supplementary"dataset"S3)."Figure"6A"shows"a"heat"map"of"fold"changes"for"the"1208"genes"
deemed"to"be"significantly"differentially"expressed"(qWvalue"<"0.05"(Storey"and"Tibshirani"2003))"in"the"
wildWtype" strain" when" grown" at" the" higher" temperature." The" differentially" expressed" wildWtype" genes"
and"their"pattern"of"upW"and"downWregulation"are"in"good"agreement"with"a"previous"study"examining"
differential"expression"in"E.)coli"after"growth"at"43°C"(Gunasekera,"et"al."2008),"including"such"features"as"
upWregulation" of" heat" shock" proteins" (e.g.," ClpB," DnaK," GrpE," and" GroL," among" others)" and" sulfur"
metabolism" genes" (cys" genes)," and" downWregulation" of"genes" involved" in" flagellar" synthesis" (fli" and" flg"
genes)"and"putrescine"catabolism"(puu"genes).""
In"most"of"these"cases,"and"indeed"as"a"general"trend"across"many"of"the"genes"(fig."6A),"the"mutations"
of"the"evolved"strains"served"to"reverse"the"heatWinduced"transcriptional"shift,"restoring"the"expression"
state"back"towards"the"levels"of"the"wildWtype"at"37°C."On"average,"each"evolved"strain"had"restorative"
shifts" for" 73%" of" the" 1208" genes," and" principal" component" analysis" provides" an" additional" means" of"
visualizing" these" evolved" shifts" in" gene" expression" (supplementary" fig." S4)." Such" restoration" has" been"
documented"in"two"other"instances;"in"one"study"examining"evolution"of"E.)coli"onto"lactate"or"glycerol"
as"the"sole"carbon"source"as"opposed"to"glucose"(Fong,"et"al."2005),"and"in"another"examining"evolution"
of"Methylobacterium)extorquens"following"replacement"of"a"native"central"metabolism"reaction"with"a"
functionally" analogous," heterologous" pathway" (Carroll" and" Marx" 2013)." In" both" cases" there" was"
widespread" restoration" of" expression" back" to" the" wildWtype" levels," highlighted" by" the" less" common"
‘reinforcement’" of" a" change" (i.e.," downW" or" upWregulated" genes" at" the" start" of" evolution" becoming"
increasingly" downW" or" upWregulated" following" evolution," respectively)." This" reinforcement," when"
occurring"across"multiple"of"the"independently"evolved"strains,"was"taken"as"evidence"for"the"reinforcing"
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genotypes"of"the"evolved"strains"as"compared"to"the"wildWtype"ancestral"strain"at"42°C."To"complement"

shift" being" an" important" factor" in" their" increased" fitness." In" this" study," highly" parallel" (occurring" in" at"
least" 8" of" the" 10" evolved" strains)" transcriptional" reinforcement" occurs" in" 101" genes," compared" to" 703"
genes"that"experience"highly"parallel"restorative"shifts."It"should"be"noted"that"expression"levels"can"be"
influenced" by" growth" rateWdependent" effects" (Gyaneshwar," et" al." 2005)," but" this" cannot" explain" the"
observed"transcriptional"restoration"given"that"the"growth"rate"of"the"wildWtype"strain"at"42°C"is"higher"
than"at"37°C"(0.82"hrW1"vs."0.7"hrW1),"both"of"which"are"lower"than"the"evolved"strains."
The"reinforcing"shifts"in"gene"expression"across"the"temperatureWevolved"strains"were"examined"in"more"
detail." Evidence" was" found" both" supporting" and" refuting" the" assumption" that" these" reinforcements"
point"to"key"mechanisms"of"adaptation."Supporting"data"include"the"expression"shifts"observed"in"nagE,"

evolved"strains"1,"2,"6,"and"8,"in"stark"contrast"with"the"remaining"strains"which"changed"in"expression"
by" no" more" than" 1.6" fold" (fig." 6B)." The" strains" exhibiting" the" strongly" reinforcing" increase" in" nagE"
expression"are"those"possessing"mutations"in"nagC"and/or"nagA,"both"determined"to"be"significant"gene"
targets"in"the"adaptation"to"increased"temperature"(table"2)."These"mutations"are"likely"responsible"for"
the"observed"nagE"shifts,"given"the"genes’"mutual"involvement"in"peptidoglycan"recycling"(Plumbridge"
2009)."This"finding"is"similar"to"the"strongly"reinforced"upWregulation"of"pntAB"observed"by"Carroll"and"
Marx"in"the"M.)extorquens"evolved"strains,"which"additional"analysis"showed"to"be"a"major"contributor"
to"their"fitness"increase,"and"the"discovery"of"mutations"within"this"operon."
In" contrast" with" nagE," expression" shifts" in" proP" serve" as" an" example" of" a" reinforcing" shift" seemingly"
acting"against"the"best"interest"of"the"cells."Upon"initial"growth"at"42°C"the"wildWtype"strain"decreases"in"
proP" expression" by" 1.5" fold," a" decrease" which" is" reinforced" uniformly" across" the" ten" evolved" strains."
However,"strain"7"exhibits"the"smallest"expression"decrease"(an"insignificant"W1.2"fold,"compared"to"an"
average" of" W2.7" fold" across" the" other" nine" strains)" and" is" also" the" strain" that" acquired" a" SNP" in" proQ."
Though" not" appearing" in" multiple" of" the" ALE" endpoint" strains," the" proQ" mutation" was" found" to" be"
significant"in"the"MAGE"enrichment"analysis"and"is"likely"responsible"for"the"greater"comparative"proP"
expression,"given"that"ProQ’s"only"known"function"is"as"a"regulator"of"ProP"levels"(Chaulk,"et"al."2011)."
This" implies" that" the" reinforced" change" in" expression" of" proP" is" actually" detrimental" to" growth" at"
increased" temperatures," enough" to" allow" for" fixation" of" this" mutation" that" combats" the" change" and"
provides" a" fitness" increase" of" suitable" magnitude" to" repeatedly" survive" MAGE" enrichment." However,"
although"no"epistatic"interactions"could"be"inferred"from"the"MAGE"results"(the"proQ"mutation"did"not"
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which"increased"1.6"fold"in"the"wildWtype"at"42°C"followed"by"a"further"increase"between"15W71"fold"in"

appear" solely" in" the" presence" of" any" other" single" mutation)," the" possibility" cannot" be" discounted" that"
different"expression"shifts"in"proP,"or"indeed"any"gene,"could"have"different"effects"in"different"strains."
In" the" same" way" that" the" reinforced" expression" shifts" may" not" all" necessarily" aid" in" the" fitness" of" the"
cells,"so"too"is"this"the"case"for"the"restorative"shifts."The"most"noticeably"counterintuitive"restorative"
shift" is" the" massive" upWregulation" of" flagellar" genes" in" the" evolved" strains" following" their" initial" downW
regulation" in" the" wildWtype" upon" growth" at" 42°C" (fig." 6C)." In" the" wellWmixed" environment" of" the" ALE"
experiment"there"is"no"evident"need"for"motility,"so"increased"expression"of"these"genes"should"incur"a"
significant" energetic" cost" (Soutourina" and" Bertin" 2003)" while" providing" no" apparent" benefit." Indeed,"
previous"ALE"studies,"regardless"of"culturing"temperature"or"carbon"source"in"the"growth"medium,"have"

Fong," et" al." 2005;" LaCroix," et" al." 2014)." Interestingly," strains" 6" and" 8" (the" two" mutD" hypermutators)"
appear" to" have" somewhat" mitigated" this" flagellar" upWregulation" in" the" same" way" that" strain" 7" did" for"
proP"downWregulation."The"SNP"22"base"pairs"upstream"of"the"hns"start"codon"that"strains"6"and"8"share"
is" a" potential" candidate" for" the" genetic" change" behind" their" outlying" behavior," given" hns’s" part" in" the"
regulation" of" flagellar" genes" (Landini" and" Zehnder" 2002)." Taken" together," the" data" suggest" that" the"
evolved" expression" shifts," whether" restorative" or" reinforcing," can" sometimes" be" actively" detrimental"
instead"of"beneficial."
Other" than" the" influence" of" the" nagA/nagC" and" proQ" mutations" on" transcription" of" nagE" and" proP,"
respectively," the" recurring" ALE" mutations" (table" 2)" have" only" subtle," if" at" all" discernible," effects" on"
expression" levels" relative" to" the" other" endpoint" strains" lacking" these" mutations." This" indistinct"
mutational"influence"on"transcription"includes"both"the"genes"that"mutated,"as"well"as"separate"genes"
that"might"logically"experience"an"expression"shift"as"a"result"(e.g.,"a"proQ"mutation"causing"proP"shifts)."
Even" the" intergenic" mutations," which" are" more" likely" to" cause" expression" shifts" than" are" protein"
sequence" alterations" (Wang," et" al." 2011)," fail" to" noticeably" distinguish" themselves" from" the" strains"
without" the" mutations," and" can" be" inconsistent" in" their" influence." For" example," although" the" strain"
possessing" a" SNP" 59" base" pairs" upstream" of" the" pykF" start" codon" has" the" greatest" decrease" in" pykF"
expression"(W2.7"fold;"the"second"largest"decrease"being"W2.2"fold),"it"fails"to"stand"distinctly"apart"from"
the"remaining"strains"(tWtest,"p">"0.16)."Similarly,"although"8"of"the"evolved"strains"share"the"identical"82"
bp"pyrE/rph"deletion"that"should"influence"pyrE"expression"(Conrad,"et"al."2009),"their"fold"changes"for"
the" gene" ranged" between" W3" and" +5." Isolating" the" transcriptional" effects" of" any" individual" mutation" is"
clearly"complicated"by"the"presence"of"other"genetic"changes"within"the"evolved"strains."Elucidation"of"
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yielded" strains" with" mutations" that" led" to" the" downWregulation" of" flagellar" genes" (Cooper," et" al." 2003;"

the"expression"shifts"enabled"by"specific"mutations"would"likely"require"the"creation"and"transcriptomic"
characterization"of"single"knockWin"mutants."

Discussion(
In" this" study," adaptive" laboratory" evolution" of" 10" replicate" cultures" was" performed" under" carefully"
controlled" conditions" to" yield" E.) coli" strains" selected" solely" for" faster" exponentialWphase" growth" on"
glucose" minimal" media" at" 42°C." These" strains" were" physiologically" characterized," transcriptomically"
profiled," and" subjected" to" whole" genome" resequencing" to" determine" the" genetic" basis" of" their"
adaptation." Selected" mutations" were" knockedWin" to" the" ancestral" strain" in" random" combinations" via"

found" that" (1)" frequencyWbased" assignment" of" causality" to" mutations" is" largely" consistent" across" the"
naturally" evolved" and" genetically" manipulated" strains;" (2)" the" path" of" genetic" adaptation" is" greatly"
influenced"both"by"the"genotype"of"the"starting"strain"and"the"conditions"under"which"the"evolution"is"
performed;" and" (3)" a" variety" of" mutations" leads" to" the" same" general" trend" of" phenotypic" and"
transcriptional" convergence" among" the" evolved" strains," highlighted" by" the" occasional" counterintuitive"
shift"in"gene"expression."
"
Although" the" number" and" variety" of" mutations" capable" of" conferring" a" growth" advantage" in" any"
particular" environment" may" be" nearly" limitless," those" which" strongly" contribute" to" an" improved"
phenotype" have" a" much" greater" probability" of" fixing" within" the" evolving" populations" than" do"
detrimental," neutral," or" slightly" beneficial" mutations." Thus," genes" mutated" in" parallel" across"
independently"evolved"cultures"stand"out"as"likely"causes"for"the"observed"fitness"increase,"rather"than"
simply" being" ‘hitchhiker’" mutations" (Wood," et" al." 2005)." This" frequencyWbased" analysis" pointed" to" 14"
different" genes," fewer" than" 10%" of" the" 144" genes" mutated" across" all" strains," as" the" foremost" genetic"
targets"for"adaptation"to"growth"on"glucose"at"42°C."A"subset"of"these"144"altered"genes,"encompassing"
the" mutations" acquired" by" the" six" strains" with" few" (≤" 8)" genetic" changes" relative" to" the" common"
ancestor," were" genetically" engineered" into" the" starting" strain" in" random" combinations" with" the"
techniques" of" MAGE." Repeated" culturing" of" the" highly" heterogeneous" MAGE" populations" enriched" for"
the" most" fit" strains" existing" within" them," and" genome" resequencing" revealed" the" genetic" changes"
possessed"by"these"strains."It"was"found"that"frequencyWbased"analysis"of"the"mutated"genes"within"the"
MAGE"strains"perfectly"recapitulated"the"likewiseWdetermined"key"genes"of"the"ALE"strains"(at"least,"for"
those" genes" which" fell" within" the" subset" used" in" the" genetic" engineering)" and" pointed" to" only" one"
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MAGE"to"gain"further"insight"into"the"causal"genetic"changes"behind"the"acquired"fitness"increase."It"was"

additional" key" gene" target" that" did" not" happen" to" mutate" in" parallel" in" the" ALE." Additionally," the"
unintentional" inclusion" of" oligos" with" synthesis" errors" in" the" MAGE" allelic" replacement" (Wang," et" al."
2009)" highlighted" the" effects" the" evolved" mutations" had" on" the" genes;" many" unintentional" offWtarget"
mutations" accumulated" if" fitness" was" positively" or" neutrally" affected" by" inactivation" of" the" gene" in"
question,"but"offWtargets"were"generally"lacking"or"synonymous"if"the"mutated"gene"likely"retained"some"
measure"of"functionality."While"not"apparent"in"this"study,"MAGE"analysis"would"also"serve"to"highlight"
the" existence" of" positive" epistasis" between" acquired" mutations" if" they" predominantly" showed" up"
together"in"the"postWenrichment"strains,"implying"that"their"combined"fitness"benefit"was"greater"than"
either" individually." MAGE" thus" presents" itself" as" a" useful" tool" for" reaffirmation" of" mutational" causality"

"
Though" the" excellent" agreement" in" mutational" frequency" between" ALE" and" MAGE" strains" implies" that"
these" recurring" mutations" would" similarly" appear" in" other" E.) coli" temperature" evolution" experiments,"
comparison" with" the" work" of" Tenaillon" et) al." revealed" that" for" the" most" part" this" is" untrue." Of" the" 14"
recurring"ALE"mutations"identified"herein,"ten"experienced"zero"mutations"across"all"114"lines"evolved"
by"Tenaillon,"while"two"mutated"in"only"1"of"the"114"lines."To"understand"where"this"discrepancy"arises,"
it"is"important"to"classify"the"ways"in"which"the"two"studies"differ."Firstly,"in"this"study"KW12"MG1655"is"
used" as" the" ancestral" strain," differing" from" the" B" REL1206" strain" used" by" Tenaillon" (a" descendant" of" B"
REL606" evolved" for" 2,000" generations" on" glucose" minimal" media" at" 37°C" (Barrick," et" al." 2009))." This"
strain" difference" provides" a" clear" explanation" for" several" of" the" mutational" discrepancies:" the" 82" bp"
pyrE/rph" deletion" widespread" among" the" strains" generated" here" is" specific" to" MG1655," thought" to"
relieve" an" inherent" defect" in" pyrimidine" biosynthesis" (Conrad," et" al." 2009)," and" Tenaillon" does" not"
observe" pykF" mutations" because" B" REL1206" already" contains" an" inactivating" mutation" in" pykF,"
precluding"it"from"further"selective"forces."The"use"of"different"starting"strains"also"provides"a"possible"
explanation"for"the"lack"of"rne)mutants"found"by"Tenaillon."Rph"is"naturally"defective"in"MG1655"and"is"
known"to"interact"in)vivo"with"Rne"(DuranWFigueroa,"et"al."2006),"so"it"may"be"that"certain"detrimental"
effects"resulting"from"elevated"temperature"do"not"manifest"themselves"when"Rph"and"Rne"are"able"to"
form"functional"assemblies,"but"the"absence"of"Rph"places"pressure"upon"Rne"to"develop"compensatory"
mutations" for" improvement" of" its" functionality." On" top" of" these" mutational" discrepancies" that" can" be"
intuited," there" are" doubtless" those" for" which" explanations" are" not" obvious;" for" example," several"
beneficial" rpoB) mutations" identified" in" the" Tenaillon" study" were" actually" detrimental" to" fitness," or"
potentially"even"lethal,"when"introduced"into"MG1655"(RodriguezWVerdugo,"et"al."2013)."
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following"an"ALE"experiment."

"
In"addition"to"the"different"starting"strains,"differences"in"experimental"methodology"are"likely"to"have"a"
significant" effect." Although" evolved" at" essentially" identical" temperatures" (42°C" vs." 42.2°C)" and" on" the"
same" carbon" source," the" environments" under" which" evolution" occurred" were" nevertheless" quite"
different." Whereas" in" this" study" constant" exponential" phase" growth" was" maintained" and" all" nutrients"
were"always"in"great"excess,"thus"allowing"for"selection"based"solely"on"growth"rate,"the"methodology"of"
Tenaillon" mimics" that" of" the" longWterm" evolution" experiment" (LTEE)" (Lenski," et" al." 1991)" –" the" media"
contained" only" 25" mg/liter" of" glucose" (160" times" less" than" the" 4" g/liter" used" here)" and" cultures" were"
passed" once" per" day," as" a" result" spending" the" majority" of" their" time" in" stationary" phase." Significant"

process"of"repeated"feast"and"famine"causes"the"selective"force"to"be"nonWconstant."This"can"give"rise"to"
unusual" features," such" as" coexisting" subpopulations" that" thrive" in" different" phases" of" the" daily" cycle"
(Rozen," et" al." 2009)." Furthermore," the" Tenaillon" strains" evolved" under" poorly" oxygenated" conditions,"
given" that" 10" mL" cultures" were" kept" in" 15" mL" tubes" shaken" at" only" 100" rpm." The" large" difference" in"
hypermutator"prevalence"between"our"two"studies"is"also"indicative"of"the"methodological"influence"on"
genomic"changes;"at"least"20%"of"our"strains"became"hypermutators"(discounting"those"likely"caused"by"
population"crossWmixing),"while"Tenaillon"evolved"115"lines"of"which"only"one"became"a"hypermutator,"
and"was"precluded"from"further"analysis.""
"
As" for" the" carbon" source" availability," in" this" study" mutations" facilitating" faster" glucose" uptake" are"
selected"for"only"to"the"extent"that"they"enable"faster"growth,"whereas"in"LTEE"conditions"faster"uptake"
of" the" scarce" glucose" in" and" of" itself" provides" a" significant" advantage." This" may" be" why" under" LTEE"
conditions"pykF"is"known"to"acquire"an"internal"insertion"sequence"(Barrick,"et"al."2009),"almost"certainly"
leading"to"full"gene"inactivation,"but"the"pykF"mutations"identified"herein"potentially"preserve"some"of"
the"enzyme’s"functionality"given"the"failure"of"offWtarget"pykF"mutations"to"accrue"in"the"MAGE"strains."
PykF"is"one"of"two"enzymes"catalyzing"conversion"of"PEP"to"pyruvate"in"glycolysis,"and"it"is"hypothesized"
that" PykF" inactivation" enables" faster" glucose" uptake" by" increasing" intracellular" concentrations" of" PEP,"
which"can"be"used"by"the"phosphotransferase"system"to"drive"glucose"uptake"(Woods,"et"al."2006)."In"
the" glucoseWrich" conditions" of" this" study," PykF" impairment" as" opposed" to" inactivation" could" serve" as" a"
more" beneficial" alternative," balancing" the" pros" of" increased" glucose" uptake" against" the" cons" of" a"
decrease"in"glycolytic"flux"capabilities."Another"relevant"comparison"exists"between"this"study"and"one"
with" identical" experimental" conditions" and" starting" strain," but" with" the" culturing" temperature" set" to"
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differences" in" bacterial" behavior" arise" during" stationary" phase" (Navarro" Llorens," et" al." 2010)," and" the"

37°C"instead"of"42°C"(LaCroix,"et"al."2014)."The"most"notable"genetic"feature"of"the"lowerWtemperature"
ALE"was"the"various"rpoB"SNPs"acquired"by"every"evolved"strain,"but"rpoB"did"not"mutate"in"any"of"our"
higherWtemperature"ALE"strains."Recurring"mutational"agreements"exist"only"for"pyrE/rph,"hns/tdk,"and"
pykF" (which" similarly" experienced" no" alterations" causing" clearWcut" inactivation)." Together" these"
mutational"comparisons"with"other"studies"highlight"the"significant"influence"of"experimental"conditions"
and" starting" genotype" on" the" resulting" genetic" adaptation." Thus," mutational" reproducibility" largely"
cannot"be"expected"if"even"slightly"different"strains"are"used,"if"experimental"methodology"varies,"or"if"
evolution"to"multiple"factors"is"simultaneous"instead"of"sequential"(e.g.,"evolving"on"glucose"at"42°C"vs."
evolving"first"on"glucose"at"37°C,"and"subsequently"at"42°C)."

Despite" notable" recurrence" of" multiple" mutations" across" the" evolved" strains" of" this" study," other" than"
pyrE/rph" no" gene" was" mutated" in" more" than" half" of" the" endpoints." In" spite" of" these" mostly" distinct"
genotypes," convergence" occurred" toward" the" same" physiological" and" transcriptional" state." Growth,"
glucose"uptake,"and"acetate"production"rates"increased"uniformly"across"all"strains,"while"biomass"yield"
decreased."Many"genes"were"significantly"differentially"expressed"in"the"wildWtype"upon"an"upshift"from"
37°C" to" 42°C," but" following" evolution" at" the" elevated" temperature" more" than" 70%" of" these" genes"
reverted"their"expression"state"back"towards"that"of"the"‘unperturbed’"wildWtype"at"37°C."Mimicking"the"
uniform"nature"of"the"physiological"changes,"these"expression"shifts"were"generally"highly"parallel"–"over"
700"genes"shifted"back"towards"the"unperturbed"state"in"8"or"more"of"the"10"evolved"strains."Though"a"
minority,"highly"parallel"shifts"that"moved"expression"further"away"from"the"unperturbed"state"occurred"
for"over"100"genes."These"trends"in"frequency"and"direction"of"shifts"are"in"good"agreement"with"two"
previous"studies,"demonstrating"a"consistent"method"of"adaptation"whether"for"growth"on"new"carbon"
sources" (Fong," et" al." 2005)," acclimation" after" perturbation" of" a" metabolic" pathway" (Carroll" and" Marx"
2013)," or" adjustment" to" a" global" stress" such" as" elevated" temperature." Any" changes" in" physiology" and"
gene" expression" observed" between" the" wildWtype" and" evolved" strains" must" arise" from" the" genetic"
differences" that" developed," thus" the" lack" of" uniformlyWoccurring" mutations" means" that" the" different"
genotypes"acquired"by"each"strain"result"in"roughly"the"same"overall"state.""
"
That"largeWscale"alterations"to"the"expression"state"can"result"from"relatively"few"genetic"changes"points"
to" the" influence" of" regulatory" mutations," a" category" into" which" many" of" the" most" frequently" mutated"
genes"fell,"most"notably"rpoC,"rne,"and"ygaH/mprA."At"least"one"of"these"genes"was"mutated"in"every"
evolved"strain,"a"prevalence"matched"or"exceeded"only"by"mutations"in"pyrE/rph"and"pykF."Interestingly,"
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"

these"latter"two"genes"were"the"only"metabolicallyWrelated"mutations"to"occur"in"more"than"2"of"the"10"
evolved" strains," and" neither" is" thought" to" result" specifically" from" the" increased" temperature" of" the"
evolution," as" discussed" above;" temperatureWspecific" adaptation" for" the" most" part" seems" to" involve"
changes" in" gene" regulation" or" the" cell" envelope." The" regulatory" mutations" clearly" have" a" net" positive"
benefit" on" the" cell" given" their" frequent" occurrence," but" this" does" not" mean" that" every" one" of" the"
widespread"expression"levels"altered"as"a"result"is"likewise"beneficial."It"could"be"that"some"expression"
shifts" caused" by" the" regulatory" mutations" are" actively" detrimental" to" the" cell," just" less" so" than" the"
cumulative" benefit" of" the" global" change." These" deleterious" changes" would" then" be" targets" for" further"
adaptation" that" could" alleviate" their" effects." Here," as" in" previous" works" (Hindre," et" al." 2012)," we" find"

counterintuitive" upWregulation" of" flagellar" genes" following" evolution," a" trend" that" is" resisted" by" two"
strains"that"succeeded"in"acquiring"a"mutation"to"mitigate"the"likely"detrimental"upWregulation."Although"
overall"fitness"is"always"selected"for,"it"seems"that"over"the"course"of"an"evolution"certain"subsystems"of"
the" cell" may" experience" transient" fitness" decreases" before" additional" mutations" can" develop" to" undo"
them.""
"
Overall,"the"results"of"this"study"yield"lessons"important"for"the"future"implementation"of"ALE"as"a"tool"
for" both" biological" discovery" and" engineering." Firstly," we" have" demonstrated" the" utility" of" MAGE" as" a"
method"by"which"to"probe"mutational"causality,"diminishing"the"need"for"the"oftenWlaborious"creation"of"
single"and"combinatorial"knockWins."Such"a"method"would"prove"particularly"useful"in"ALE"studies"lacking"
in" replicates" with" which" to" examine" mutational" parallelism," or" when" hypermutability" has" produced" an"
overabundance" of" genetic" changes" that" obscure" the" strongly" causal" mutations" hidden" among" them."
Secondly," by" comparing" the" mutations" identified" herein" with" those" found" in" related" studies," we" have"
highlighted" the" great" extent" to" which" mutational" development" is" predicated" upon" the" ancestral"
genotype"and"influenced"by"all"aspects"of"the"evolutionary"environment."Rarely"will"two"studies"examine"
evolution" of" identical" strains" under" identical" experimental" conditions," thus" authors" should" be" wary" of"
basing" their" expectations" on" comparisons" with" similar" works." For" example," if" a" more" heatWtolerant"
production"strain"for"a"particular"biochemical"were"desired,"knockingWin"the"mutations"identified"in"this"
study" would" not" necessarily" provide" a" benefit" in" the" dissimilar" genetic" background" and" culturing"
environment." Finally," the" previously" documented" restoration" of" expression" state" towards" wildWtype"
levels"following"metabolic"perturbations"and"subsequent"evolution"has"been"shown"to"extend"to"global"
stresses," namely" elevated" temperature," as" the" perturbation." Transcriptomic" analysis" of" our" evolved"
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several" pieces" of" evidence" supporting" this" hypothesis," most" strikingly" in" the" massive" and"

strains" demonstrated" this," as" well" as" revealing" the" apparent" occurrence" of" likely" transient," localized,"
detrimental"changes"in"gene"expression."In"much"the"same"way"that"overall"entropy"maximization"can"
be" achieved" despite" entropic" decreases" in" certain" components," as" with" a" protein" folding" in" solution"
(Harano"and"Kinoshita"2005),"genetic"subsystems"can"experience"fitness"decreases"in"the"cellular"pursuit"
of"overall"fitness"maximization."Although"given"enough"evolutionary"time"such"subWoptimal"components"
would" be" ameliorated" by" compensatory" mutations," this" nevertheless" provides" an" avenue" for" rational"
design"to"improve"on"the"evolution"process."GenomeWscale"metabolic"models"are"capable"of"making" a)
priori"predictions"on"genes"necessary"for"optimal"cellular"growth"in"a"particular"environment"(Bordbar,"
et"al."2014),"so"those"genes"predicted"to"be"useless"could"be"knocked"out"ahead"of"time,"saving"the"cell"

would" expedite" the" evolution" process" and" eliminate" the" need" for" mutations" solely" to" counteract"
superfluous"expression."
(

(
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from" potentially" energeticallyWwasteful" expression." Starting" with" a" ‘preWadapted’" strain" such" as" this"

Materials(and(Methods(
Adaptive(Evolution(
An"automated"system"was"used"to"propagate"the"evolving"populations"over"the"course"of"the"ALE"and"
monitor" their" growth" rates." Flasks" filled" with" 25" mL" of" 4" g/L" M9" minimal" media" were" kept" at" 42°C"
through"placement"in"a"heat"block"and"aerated"by"magnetic"tumble"stirrers"at"1800"RPM."At"the"start"of"
the" experiment," a" flask" of" the" wildWtype" strain" E.) coli" KW12" MG1655" (ATCC47076)" was" grown" up" to"
stationary" phase" in" the" same" conditions" and" used" to" inoculate" 10" independent" flasks" with" 900" µL" of"
culture."As"the"bacteria"grew,"the"automated"system"took"optical"density"(OD)"measurements"at"600"nm"

recently" calculated" growth" rate" and" the" starting" OD" of" the" flask." Growth" rates" were" determined" by"
taking"the"slope"of"a"leastWsquares"linear"regression"line"fit"to"the"logarithm"of"the"OD"measurements."
Once" reaching" the" target" OD" of" 0.3," 10" µL" of" culture" was" passed" into" a" new" flask," and" in" the" even"
numbered"experiments"this"passage"volume"was"changed"to"100"µL"after"20"days"of"evolution."At"the"
OD" of" 0.3," glucose" concentration" only" dropped" from" 4" g/L" to" ~3.5" g/L" (determined" by" HPLC"
measurement" of" the" cultures)," so" exponential" growth" in" excess" glucose" conditions" was" constantly"
maintained."
Growth"rates"for"each"flask"were"discarded"as"untrustworthy"if"fewer"than"four"OD"points"were"sampled,"
if"the"points"spanned"a"range"of"fewer"than"0.2"or"more"than"0.4"OD"units,"or"if"the"R2"correlation"was"
below" 0.99." To" reduce" noise," the" data" were" smoothed" by" averaging" each" point" with" its" five" adjacent"
neighbors"on"either"side"after"applying"weights"following"a"normal"distribution"(σ"="2)"centered"on"the"
point" in" question." The" evolution" trajectory" curves" were" obtained" by" fitting" a" monotonically" increasing"
piecewise" cubic" spline" to" the" smoothed" data." Fitting" to" the" unsmoothed" data" resulted" in" negligible"
changes" to" the" spline." The" cumulative" number" of" cell" divisions" (CCD)" was" calculated" as" outlined"
previously"(Lee,"et"al."2011)."
Glucose"M9"minimal"media"consisted"of"4"g/L"Glucose,"0.1mM"CaCl2,"2.0mM"MgSO4,"1X"Trace"Element"
Solution" and" 1X" M9" salts." 4000X" Trace" element" solution" consisted" of" 27g/L" FeCl3*6H2O," 2g/L"
ZnCl2*4H2O," 2g/L" CoCl2*6H2O," 2g/L" NaMoO4*2H2O," 1g/L" CaCl2*H2O," 1.3g/L" CuCl2*6H2O," 0.5g/L" H3BO3,"
and"Concentrated"HCl"dissolved"in"ddH2O"and"sterile"filtered."10X"M9"Salts"solution"consisted"of"68g/L"
Na2HPO4"anhydrous,"30g/L"KH2PO4,"5g/L"NaCl,"and"10g/L"NH4Cl"dissolved"ddH2O"and"autoclaved."
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for"each"flask"at"four"timepoints,"targeted"to"evenly"span"an"OD"range"of"0.05"W"0.3"based"on"the"most"

(
CrossDmixing(Analysis"
The"sequencing"results"of"the"evolved"endpoint"strains"highlighted"the"fact"that"there"was"unintentional"
crossWmixing"between"the"populations"over"the"course"of"the"ALE."Strains"6"(41"total"mutations)"and"8"
(55" total" mutations)" shared" 24" identical" mutations" which" did" not" occur" in" any" of" the" other" isolated"
strains," including" the" SNP" which" caused" a" truncated" form" of" MutD" (DnaQ)" likely" responsible" for" the"
observed"hypermutator"phenotype"(Echols,"et"al."1983)."Although"less"immediately"apparent,"it"seems"
likely"that"strains"2"(34"total"mutations)"and"3"(30"total"mutations)"suffered"from"the"same"crossWmixing"

any"of"the"other"strains,"including"the"mutL"mutation"which"likely"causes"their"hypermutator"phenotype"
(Ban"and"Yang"1998)."For"these"reasons,"we"did"not"consider"the"mutations"shared"only"between"strains"
6"&"8"or"2"&"3"to"have"arisen"independently"when"performing"mutational"recurrence"analysis."
Given"these"occurrences"of"crossWmixing"it"was"important"to"establish"that"the"nonWmutator"strains"did"
not"likewise"share"a"partiallyWevolved"ancestor,"which"would"complicate"the"determination"of"recurring"
mutations."If"it"were"the"case"that"all"identical"mutations" resulted"from"crossWmixing"and"did"not"arise"
independently,"then"we"would"expect"to"see"a"number"of"identical"mutations"in"two"or"more"strains,"but"
these"strains"would"not"share"identical"mutations"with"any"other"strains."This"was"decidedly"not"the"case"
(supplementary"fig."S5)."For"example,"consider"the"identical"rpoC"mutation"shared"between"strains"5,"7,"
and"10."If"we"posit"that"this"is"the"result"of"the"same" rpoC"mutant"invading"and"fixing"within"all"three"
populations," then" it" must" be" that" the" remaining" shared" mutations" all" occurred" independently" (hfq" in"
strains"1"&"7,"ygaH/mprA"in"strains"4"&"5,"and"pykF"&"mlaE"in"strains"4,"5,"and"7)"given"that"the"other"
strains"do"not"share"the"rpoC"mutation."Thus"in"the"‘worst"case’"scenario,"only"one"of"these"four"sets"of"
shared"mutations"can"be"explained"away"by"crossWmixing."
DNA(Sequencing(
After" colonies" were" isolated" and" selected" on" LB" agar" plates," genomic" DNA" was" extracted" using"
Promega’s" Wizard" DNA" Purification" Kit." The" quality" of" DNA" was" assessed" with" UV" absorbance" ratios"
using" a" Nano" drop." DNA" was" quantified" using" Qubit" dsDNA" High" Sensitivity" assay." PairedWend"
resequencing"libraries"were"generated"using"a"Nextera"XT"kit"from"Illumina"(San"Diego,"CA)"with"1"ng"of"
input" DNA" total." Sequences" were" obtained" using" an" Illumina" Miseq" with" a" PE500v2" kit." The" breseq"
pipeline"(Barrick,"et"al."2009)"version"0.22"with"bowtie2"(Langmead"and"Salzberg"2012)"was"used"to"map"
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–"they"share"3"identical"mutations"(a"1,222"bp"deletion,"a"1"bp"deletion,"and"a"SNP)"which"don’t"occur"in"

sequencing" reads" and" identify" mutations" relative" to" the" E.) Coli" K12" MG1655" genome" (NCBI" accession"
NC_000913.2)."All"samples"had"an"average"mapped"coverage"of"at"least"25x."
RNA(Sequencing(
RNAWsequencing"data"were"generated"under"conditions"of"exponentialWphase,"aerobic"growth"in"glucose"
M9" minimal" media." Cells" were" washed" with" Qiagen" RNAWprotect" Bacteria" Reagent" and" pelleted" for"
storage" at" W80°C" prior" to" RNA" extraction." Cell" pellets" were" thawed" and" incubated" with" Readylyse"
Lysozyme," SuperaseIn," Protease" K," and" 20%" SDS" for" 20" minutes" at" 37°C." Total" RNA" was" isolated" and"
purified"using"the"Qiagen"RNeasy"Mini"Kit"columns,"following"vendor"procedures."An"onWcolumn"DNaseW

and"quality"assessed"by"running"an"RNAWnano"chip"on"a"bioanalyzer."PairedWend,"strandWspecific"RNAWseq"
was" performed" following" a" modified" dUTP" method" (Latif," et" al." 2013)." The" rRNA" was" isolated" using"
Epicentre’s"RiboWZero"rRNA"removal"kit"for"Gram"Negative"Bacteria."Sequences"were"run"on"an"Illumina"
Miseq"using"a"PE50v2"kit.""Reads"were"mapped"to"the"E.)coli)K12"Genome"(NC_000913.2)"using"bowtie2,"
allowing" for" up" to" 2" mismatches" and" enforcing" pairedWend" constraints." Differentially" expressed" genes"
were" determined" by" cuffdiff" (Trapnell," et" al." 2010)" with" upperWquartile" normalization" and" setting" a"
maximum" false" discovery" rate" of" 0.05." Principal" component" analysis" was" performed" on" the" RNAWseq"
FPKM"values"using"the"pca"function"in"MATLAB."
Physiological(Measurements"
Growth" curves" for" selected" clones" were" started" from" stationary" phase" overnight" cultures" and" grown"
under"conditions"identical"to"the"ALE"experiment,"but"with"sampling"occurring"every"20"minutes."At"each"
sampling"time"the"OD600"was"taken"along"with"a"small"volume"of"the"growing"culture"that"was"then"filterW
sterilized." The" filtrate" was" injected" into" a" high" performance" liquid" chromatography" (HPLC)" column"
(Aminex"HPXW87H"Column"#125W0140)."Compound"concentrations"at"each"time"point"were"determined"
by" comparison" to" a" standard" curve" of" know" concentrations," and" were" used" to" determine" rates" of"
glucose"uptake"and"acetate"secretion"by"the"cells."No"other"compounds"were"detected"in"the"filtrate."
MAGE(( "
For"recombineering,"cells"containing"the"pMA7"plasmid"(manuscript"under"preparation)"were"grown"in"
15"mL"LB"media,"with"shaking"at"37°C"to"an"OD600"of"0.4."Recombineering"was"mediated"by"the"lambda"
Red"beta"protein"and"induced"through"the"ParaBAD"promoter"for"10"minutes"by"adding"arabinose"to"a"
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treatment"was"performed"for"30"minutes"at"room"temperature."RNA"was"quantified"using"a"Nano"drop"

final"concentration"of"0.2%."After"induction,"cells"were"placed"on"ice"for"at"least"15"minutes"before"being"
harvested,"washed,"and"finally"resuspended"in"a"total"volume"of"200"µL"iceWcold"sterile"water."50"µL"cells"
were"mixed"with"5"pmol"oligo"of"each"oligo"and"electroporated"in"0.1"mm"gap"cuvettes;"1.8"kV,"200"Ω,"
25"µF."Immediately"after"electroporation,"1"mL"LB"was"added"to"the"cells."Cells"were"transferred"to"a"50"
mL" Falcon" tube" to" a" total" volume" of" 5" mL" LB" and" grown" for" at" least" 3" hours" at" 37°C" to" allow" full"
segregation"of"chromosomal"DNA."A"total"of"9"consecutive"rounds"of"recombineering"were"performed.""
A" total" number" of" 29" oligos" were" designed" (supplementary" table" S2)" to" recreate" the" majority" of" the"
mutations"identified"in"ALE"lines"1,"4,"5,"7,"9"and"10."Eight"recombineering"experiments"were"performed"
in" parallel:" six" using" the" oligos" corresponding" to" each" of" the" nonWmutator" ALE" lines," one" using" all" 29"

fitness"in"the"glucose"environments"used,"but"makes"the"cells"turn"purple"when"grown"on"MacConkey"
agar"maltose"plates."In"this"control"MAGE"experiment,"the"recombinant"formation"frequency"was"found"
to" be" on" average" 10%" by" plating" the" recombineered" population" and" determining" the" proportion" of"
purple" colonies." Recombinant" formation" frequency" is" influenced" largely" by" oligo" length" (Wang," et" al."
2009),"which,"along"with"all"other"experimental"variables,"was"kept"constant"for"all"recombineering,"thus"
allelic"biases"should"not"be"present."
"
Following"recombineering,"the"mixed"cell"populations"were"cultured"and"serially"passed"for"three"days,"
under"the"same"conditions"as"the"ALE"experiment,"to"select"for"the"strains"most"fit"for"growth"at"42°C."
These" enriched" MAGE" populations" were" then" streaked" on" minimal" M9" glucose" agar" plates" and" single"
colonies" were" isolated," screened" for" improved" growth" rates" at" 42°C" in" a" microtiter" plate" reader," and"
subjected"to"whole"genome"DNA"resequencing."
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oligos," and" one" control" using" oligo" P9" malK" (table" S2)." Introduction" of" the" malK" oligo" does" not" alter"

Figures(
(

Fig.( 1.( Fitness( trajectories( of( the( evolving( populations." Plotted" is" the" population" increase" in" fitness"
relative"to"the"initial"average"growth"rate"of"the"common"starting"strain."At"the"approximate"CCD"of"200"
x"1010,"the"evenWnumbered"experiments’"serial"passage"volumes"were"increased"10"fold"to"examine"the"
impact" of" CCD" on" overall" fitness." " The" variability" in" CCD" across" experiments" is" due" to" this" as" well" as"
fluctuations" encountered" in" passage" cell" density" over" the" course" of" the" ALE." " Dashed" and" dotted" lines"
represent" populations" that" became" dominated" by" hypermutators," with" identical" colors" indicating" a"
similar"hypermutator"genotype."
"

"
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(

Fig.(2.(Physiology(of(the(temperatureDevolved(strains."Strain"numbers"are"listed"below"their"respective"
bars."The"error"bars"for"growth"rate"represent"standard"deviation"of"three"biological"replicates,"while"
error"bars"for"the"other"traits"represent"95%"confidence"intervals."
"

"
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"

Fig.(3.(Pairwise(correlation(plots(between(the(physiological(traits(of(the(evolved(strains."Strain"
numbers"are"listed"next"to"their"respective"points,"with"the"mutL"hypermutators"in"yellow"and"the"mutD"
hypermutators"in"red."The"least"squares"linear"bestWfit"line"to"the"evolved"strains"(excluding"the"wildW
type"starting"strain"from"the"fit"as"well"as"strains"3"and"8,"so"that"only"fully"independently"evolved"
phenotypes"are"considered)"is"overlaid"along"with"its"Pearson"correlation"coefficient."(YX/S,ss"="biomass"
yield"at"steadyWstate,"μ"="growth"rate,"GUR"="glucose"uptake"rate,"APR"="acetate"production"rate)"
"

"
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"

Fig.(4.(Repeatedly(mutated(genes(with(related(functionality."(A)"Both"rne"and"hfq,"mutually"involved"in"
mRNA"degradation,"mutated"in"multiple"of"the"temperatureWevolved"ALE"strains.)(B)"Genes"in"the"nag"
operon"facilitate"uptake"of"GlcNAc"from"the"periplasmic"space,"which"can"be"channeled"away"into"
glycolysis"or"reincorporated"into"the"peptidoglycan"of"the"cell"wall."Genes"in"red"(nagC,"nagA)"were"
recurring"mutational"targets."(OM"="outer"membrane,"PG"="peptidoglycan,"IM"="inner"membrane,"
GlcNAc"="NWacetylglucosamine,"GlcNAc6p"="NWacetylglucosamineW6Wphosphate,"GlcN6P"="glucosamineW6W
phosphate,"F6P"="fructoseW6Wphosphate)"
"

"
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"

Fig.(5:(Mutational(agreement(between(the(MAGE(strain(enrichment(and(ALE(experiment(results."(A)"A"
subset" of" the" novel" alleles" acquired" via" evolution" were" randomly" introduced" into" the" ancestral" strain"
with" MAGE," and" these" MAGE" strains" were" competed" against" one" another" in" the" enrichment" process."
‘Frequent"ALE"gene"targets’"refer"to"genes"that"mutated"in"at"least"two"of"the"ten"ALE"endpoint"strains,"
while" ‘Frequent" MAGE" gene" targets’" refer" to" those" that" mutated" in" at" least" 25%" of" the" relevant" postW
enrichment"MAGE"strains."Circle"areas"are"proportional"to"the"number"of"genes"contained"within"each"
category."(B)"Frequency"comparison"between"MAGE"and"ALE"strains"for"the"9"most"frequent"MAGE"gene"
targets." The" only" disagreement" occurs" for" proQ" (marked" by" *)," which" was" not" a" frequent" ALE" gene"
target."The"vertical"dashed"line"corresponds"with"10%,"the"frequency"for"a"gene"mutating"in"only"a"single"
one"of"the"ten"ALE"strains."
"

"
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"

Fig.(6.(Heat(maps(of(differential(expression(between(the(ancestral(and(evolved(strains."(A)"The"1208"
genes" which" are" significantly" differentially" expressed" (qWvalue" <" 0.05)" in" the" wildWtype" after" growth" at"
42°C,"rankWordered."(B)"Mutations"acquired"by"the"evolved"strains"(relevant"strains"marked"with"*)"could"
either"serve"to"resist"(proP;"strain"7)"or"aid"in"(nagE;"strains"1,"2,"6,"and"8)"the"reinforcement"of"the"WT"
expression"shift."(C)"Widespread"upWregulation"of"flagellar"genes"after"evolution,"partially"resisted"by"two"
strains"(6"and"8)"possessing"similar"genotypes."

"
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Tables"
Table"1:"Physiological"characterization"of"colonies"isolated"from"evolved"population"endpoints"

Strain(
#(

New(
Mutations(
Relative(to(WT(

Growth(
D1
Rate((hr )(

Relative(
Fitness(
Increase(

Glucose(Uptake(
Rate((mmol(
D1
D1
gDW (hr )(

Acetate(
Production(Rate(
D1
D1
(mmol(gDW (hr )(

Biomass(Yield(
D1
(gDW(gGlc )(

WT"

0"

0.82±0.01"

1"

10.2±0.2"

5.8±0.4"

0.45±0.02"

1"

0.95±0.03"

1.17±0.04"

11.8±0.9"

5.8±1.9"

0.45±0.04"

""2

34"

0.97±0.03"

1.19±0.04"

15.5±1.2"

11.0±1.6"

0.35±0.03"

""3

a"

30"

0.92±0.04"

1.12±0.06"

13.7±1.8"

12.9±0.6"

0.37±0.06"

4"

8"

1.03±0.01"

1.26±0.01"

14.3±0.3"

10.9±0.6"

0.40±0.01"

5"

8"

0.94±0.05"

1.15±0.06"

13.9±0.7"

10.1±0.4"

0.38±0.04"

41"

0.97±0.01"

1.19±0.02"

15.5±1.9"

10.9±2.5"

0.35±0.04"

8"

0.99±0.01"

1.21±0.03"

14.8±2.4"

8.0±0.6"

0.37±0.06"

55"

0.95±0.03"

1.17±0.02"

16.0±0.7"

13.8±1.2"

0.33±0.03"

9"

6"

0.92±0.01"

1.12±0.02"

14.3±1.7"

11.4±0.3"

0.36±0.04"

10"

8"

0.98±0.02"

1.19±0.03"

13.6±0.7"

9.5±0.5"

0.40±0.03"

6

b"

7"
8

a

b"

"and" b"are"hypermutator"strains"of"the"same"lineage."For"growth"rate"and"relative"fitness"the"standard"

deviation"based"on"triplicate"experiments"is"given;"for"other"values"the"95%"confidence"interval"is"given"
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6"

a"

Table"2:"Recurring"mutations"identified"across"the"ALE"endpoint"strains"
Gene(

Specific(Function(

Category

pyrE/rph)

Orotate"phosphoribosylW
transferase/RNase"PH"

M"

rpoC)

RNA"polymerase"subunit"

R"

pykF)

R"

Protein(Change(

Strain(Number(s)(

82"bp"deletion"

frameshift"

1,"2,"3,"4,"5,"7,"9,"
10"

SNP"

A734V"(GCG→GTG)""

1,"2"

SNP"

Q1367*"(CAG→TAG)""

5,"7,"10"

SNP"

ydhZ/pykF"intergenic"
(-498/-59)"

3"

SNP"

T278S"(ACC→TCC)""

10"

SNP"

K286*"(AAA→TAA)""

4,"5,"7"

SNP"

D415N"(GAC→AAC)""

6/8"

SNP"

H243Y"(CAT→TAT)""

3"

SNP"

G124S"(GGT→AGT)""

9"

SNP"

V19A"(GTA→GCA)""

2"

SNP"

intergenic"(+77/W14)"

6/8"

SNP"

intergenic"(+80/W11)"

10"

SNP"

intergenic"(+81/W10)"

4,"5"

SNP"

L107F"(TTG→TTT)""

4,"5,"7"

1"bp"insertion"

frameshift"(519/1332"nt)"

8"

SNP"

Q186*"(CAA→TAA)""

6"

1"bp"deletion"

frameshift"(1274/1332"nt)"

3"

SNP"

C264S"(TGC→AGC)""

6/8"

1"bp"deletion"

frameshift"(218/1221"nt)"

2"

LWvaline"efflux"
transporter/MprA"
repressor"

R"

mlaE)

Phospholipid"ABC"
transporter"

C"

yfdI)

Predicted"inner"
membrane"protein"

C"

nagC)

PTS"regulator"

C"

HWNS"regulator/"
thymidine"kinase"

SNP"

intergenic"(W22/W583)"

6/8"

hns/tdk)

R"

Insertion"
sequence"

intergenic"(W111/W486)"

9"

hfq)

RNA"binding"protein"

R"

SNP"

D9A"(GAT→GCT)""

1,"7"

NWacetylglucosamineW6W
phosphate"deacetylase"

SNP"

G265D"(GGC→GAC)""

2"

nagA)

C"

21"bp"deletion"

InWframe"(381-401/1149"
nt)"

1"

secD)

Membrane"protein"
channel"component"

C"

SNP"

R181L"(CGC→CTC)""

8"

SNP"

G499G"(GGC→GGT)""

2"

dinQ/arsR)

Toxic"membrane"peptide/"
metalWresponsive"
regulator"

C"

SNP"

intergenic"(W209/W486)"

8"

1"bp"deletion"

intergenic"(W305/W390)"

3"

Leader"peptide"regulating"
isoleucine"&"valine"
biosynthesis"operons"

M"

Double"SNP"

intergenic"(+47/W39)"

6"

SNP"

intergenic"(+48/W39)"

8"

ygaH/mprA)

ilvL/ilvX)
a

Ribonuclease"E"

M"

Mutation(
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rne)

Pyruvate"kinase"I"

a(

"M,"R,"C"="Metabolic,"Regulatory,"Cell"envelope"

"
32"
"

Table"3:"The"most"significantly"recurring"genes"following"enrichment"of"MAGE"strains"

"

MAGE(frequency(
0.88"
0.86"
0.79"
0.55"
0.50"
0.47"
0.36"
0.33"
0.27"

"Protein"alterations"given"in"parentheses""

ALE(frequency(
0.80"
0.50"
0.50"
0.50"
0.20"
0.10"
0.20"
0.50"
0.30"

New(offDtarget(mutationsa(
26"(including"9"frameshifts)"
1"(intergenic"1bp"deletion)"
2"(I1357I,"N762S)"
0"
0"
1"(G212G)"
2"(G127G,"H129N)"
0"
1"(L99L)"
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a

Gene(
pyrE/rph)
ygaH/mprA)
rpoC)
pykF)
hfq)
proQ)
nagA)
rne)
mlaE)

"
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